
Chapter 3544 

Hearing George Han’s words, the fire monster is obviously very angry. 

Just by looking at the raging fire in the air, you can already know how terrifying his anger at this time is. 

Among the four elements, among the four kings, he is obviously the strongest person. 

This is also the fundamental reason why the three monsters of wind, water, and earth all made their 

first move just now. The biggest one is naturally the finale. 

But it was himself, the strongest, who not only didn’t make George Han feel scared or shocked by the 

slightest bit of shock when he shot now, but was still in this guy’s mouth, becoming the most worthless 

thing. 

How could he not be angry, how could he not be angry? ! 

“Stinky boy, you have the ***ing ability to repeat what you just said.” 

However, before the fire monster could speak, the earth monster couldn’t help but shout angrily. 

“What did I say? You have too much dirt in your ears, can’t you hear it? Do you need me to repeat it?” 

Han 

George Han said in a cold voice: “Also, what can you do even if I repeat it again? 

” Cramp my tendons, or pluck my skin? Or… hehe, like just now, help me beat your own people?” 

In a word, the sound of the voice came out of his throat, but he couldn’t say a word. 

What George Han was referring to, and what he was mocking, was naturally that he had just stomped 

his feet to lift the block to block the water monster’s water snake attack. 

“Brother, don’t talk nonsense with him, this kid is so abhorrent, I think you should stop taking action. 

Our three brothers will take him down immediately, and then cut off his dog’s head to apologize to 

you.” The water monster said angrily. 

The wind monster also coldly echoed: “That’s right, big brother, let’s go.” 

George Han just looked at the fire gently, not at all afraid, and even had a very relaxed smile on his face. 

“Enough.” The fire monster shouted loudly, and made the noisy three people 

shut their mouths in time. He suddenly laughed back in anger, looked at George Han, and said: “This kid 

has sharp teeth, even if you The three of them took down this kid, Xiangbi, he is also full of 

dissatisfaction.” 

“So, since that’s the case, and he doesn’t look down on me very much, then I have to personally end the 

game and let him know what his face is like. It ‘s crackling.” After the 

words were finished, the three monsters also thought that this statement was quite reasonable, looked 

at each other, and nodded. 



“It’s still big brother who thought it through. This snake will be beaten seven inches, and the person 

must be hit in the face. This kid’s mouth is so hard that it will make people feel relaxed and happy.” 

“Haha, That’s right, that’s right, eldest brother is worthy of being a eldest brother, and he is naturally 

more thoughtful than me.” 

“Big brother, don’t be merciful, beat him, and beat him hard for me.” After the 

three monsters finished speaking, They were so excited that they couldn’t help themselves. At this time, 

they had already slapped George Han’s face with their big mouths. 

“Clap clap!” There were 

bursts of applause, and George Han smiled, his hands involuntarily clasped together. 

Seeing George Han like this, the three monsters looked at each other and stared at George Han 

dissatisfiedly: “Stinky boy, you are so ***ing stupid, why are you applauding here?” 

“What’s the matter, you can’t wait to die. Is it?” 

“No, no.” George Han shook his head: “I just think you’re right.” 

“If you slap slap after slap on some people’s faces, it’s really refreshing. Besides, the performances of 

the three heavenly kings are wonderful. Did you know that there are also four heavenly kings in my 

hometown? They sang, danced and acted, I thought they were indeed worthy, but compared to the four 

of them, I suddenly felt that they were not worthy of the title of Heavenly King.” After the 

words were finished, 

George Han turned his attention to On the body of the fire monster, it is obvious at a glance what it 

means. 

Seeing this, the three monsters became even more furious. This was to scold their elder brother, and to 

make fun of them together. A group of people could not wait to use their thick hands to crush this 

hateful guy directly. 

On the contrary, the fire monster looked at George Han again, and said with some disbelief: “Stinky boy, 

you are really crazy, it seems that you are really confident?” 

“Maybe your three younger brothers, I really have no certainty. But to you…” George Han smiled and 

said, “I’m sorry, but there really is.” “It seems that you really don’t cry 

when you don’t see the coffin, okay, don’t talk nonsense, see the real chapter under your hand.” 

, In an instant, the fire filled the sky, almost directly burning half of the sky. 

George Han also drooped his right hand at the same time, and his hand was as red as a soldering iron. 

The two forces looked at each other, and in the next second, they suddenly hedged… 
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fire, set the trend of the sky, like a fire condensed into a beast, with a big mouth. 



A fire, gathered the power in the hand, like a tangle of **, and attacked suddenly. 

The momentum of the two fires, one powerful and the other pure, suddenly and completely confronted 

each other with their respective frenzied accelerations. 

boom! 

Accompanied by a muffled sound, the flames were raging in the sky. When the two forces collided, it 

suddenly erupted like a volcano, spewing hundreds of meters high. 

The sky was burning red. 

In the midst of the fire, George Han’s eyes were sharp, his teeth gritted slightly, and his right hand 

burned silently, driving the sky fire, the two dragons turned into one, and rushed forward. 

That Hokage was also like a demon in the fire, and while roaring, it was about to completely devour 

George Han. 

“Stinky boy, compare fire with me? Is it just you?” The fire monster sneered. 

Although he and George Han are now evenly matched, the Fire Monster is unusually confident. 

“Isn’t this comparable? You won?” 

George Han said with disdain. 

“Hehe, the one who perseveres until the end is the one who wins. Look behind me, the sky is full of fire, 

and you, hehe, how can you fight against me with just a little bit in your hand?” The fire monster 

snorted coldly. 

“It’s quite a big fire.” George Han smiled lightly: “But so what? Can it explain the problem? Didn’t your 

master tell you that some things are not too much, but the essence? 

” Can you recharge?” As the 

words fell, George Han suddenly moved his hand, followed by a powerful force that made his right hand 

burn even more fiercely. 

“Trick of the eagle.” The fire monster disdainfully drank it, and the flames in mid-air burst into flames: 

“You die for me.” 

Boom! ! 

The air burst in the high temperature, and all the burning flames turned into a long dragon, frantically 

rushing towards George Han. 

The incomparable impact force directly caused George Han to retreat 

. After a few seconds of adjustment, George Han barely stopped his body, but when he turned his head 

and looked at it, he was shocked to find that he had retreated in a row. A few dozen meters away. 

The power of this guy is indeed terrifying, and he is indeed worthy of the people in Suntan. 



Seeing George Han’s reaction, the fire monster suddenly sneered: “Little boy, now, you should know 

who is the real king, and who is the grandfather.” 

Between the words, the fire monster slightly sneered again . Increased Sisi’s strength. 

For him, this power is just right, it can completely collapse George Han without killing this kid in an 

instant. 

He’s not kind, and keeping this guy is just a good tease. 

George Han shook his head helplessly: “It’s as if the battle is over.” 

“Hahaha, young man, is it difficult to recognize the reality? It 

‘s good to have confidence, but it’s not to hide your eyes and steal the bell. It ‘s that simple.” As soon as 

the voice fell, the other three monsters laughed on the spot. 

This scene is as they expected, it came quickly and it was very cool. 

“Hmph.” George Han smiled bitterly. 

“Why are you so unconvinced, little friend, I have already given you a lot of face, do you know how 

much effort your grandfather I have used now?” 

George Han smiled: “Grandpa really doesn’t know, Grandpa doesn’t mind what your grandson wants to 

tell grandpa.” 

“Haha, it’s simple, 50% of the power.” This guy was eager to brag, and naturally he didn’t pay attention 

to George Han’s words. After he finished blowing it, he realized that he had been taken advantage of, 

and immediately glared at George Han angrily: “You bastard. …” 

George Han curled his lips: “Well, grandson, you are very good, but unfortunately, grandson, grandpa 

told you that it 

is wrong to lie to others, and it is even more wrong to lie to your grandfather.” 

“Five percent? You? Do you really think that bragging can be done without drafting? I know it’s true that 

you have spare energy, but if you leave 50% of it, then it’s bullshit.” 

“You’re so eager to say how much you’ve done, and I take advantage of it, too. Because you are in a 

hurry to brag, your 50% force is very watery.” 

“According to me, you should have used at least 85% of your force, am I right?” 

“You talk nonsense and spit feces .” The fire monster roared angrily. 

“So nervous? So excited?” George Han smiled even brighter: “That seems to be what I said, it is indeed 

85% of the power. 

” How easy is it to kill an ant?” the fire monster said angrily. 

“No no no.” George Han looked at him with a smile: “You should ask how much effort I used.” 



 


